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ABSTRACT: Anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK) rearrangements
occur in about 5% of nonsmall cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients.
Despite being first recognized as EML4-ALK, fusions with several
additional genes have been identified, all of which cause constitutive
activation of the ALK kinase and subsequently lead to tumor
development. ALK inhibitors first-line crizotinib, second-line ceritinib,
and alectinib are effective against NSCLC patients with these
rearrangements. Patients progressing on crizotinib had various
mutations in the ALK kinase domain. ALK fusion proteins are
activated by oligomerization through the fusion partner, which leads
to the autophosphorylation of the kinase’s domain and consequent
downstream activation. The proposed computational study focuses on
understanding the activation mechanism of ALK and ATP binding of
wild-type (WT) and I1171N/S/T mutations. We analyzed the conformational change of ALK I1171N/S/T mutations and ATP
binding using molecular docking and molecular dynamics simulation approaches. According to principal component analysis and
free energy landscape, it is clear that I1171N/S/T mutations in Apo and ATP showed different energy minima/unstable structures
compared to WT-Apo. The results revealed that I1171N/S/T mutations and ATP binding significantly supported a change toward
an active-state conformation, whereas WT-Apo remained inactive. We demonstrated that I1171N/S/T mutations are persistent in
an active state and independent of ATP. The I1171S/T mutations showed greater intermolecular H-bonds with ATP than WT-ATP.
The molecular mechanics Poisson−Boltzmann surface area analysis revealed that the I1171N/S/T mutation binding energy was
similar to that of WT-ATP. This study shows that I1171N/S/T can form stable bonds with ATP and may contribute to a
constitutively active kinase. Based on the Y1278−C1097 H-bond and E1167−K1150 salt bridge interaction, I1171N strongly
promotes the constitutively active kinase independent of ATP. This structural mechanism study will aid in understanding the
oncogenic activity of ALK and the basis for improving the ALK inhibitors.

■ INTRODUCTION
Anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK) rearrangements lead to
constitutive oncogenic activation.1 ALK belongs to the insulin
receptor kinase superfamily, which plays a significant role in
brain development.2,3 Chromosomal rearrangements are the
most prevalent of ALK alterations. ALK-tyrosine kinase
alterations are constituted by ALK fusion genes that induce
cell proliferation, resulting in anaplastic large-cell lymphoma
(ALCL) and nonsmall-cell lung cancer (NSCLC).4 ALK
mutations are found in about 3−7% of all lung cancers, and
patients younger than average are likely to have these
mutations.5 ALK mutations were more common in adeno-
carcinoma patients with acinar histology or who had never
smoked.6,7 ALK mutations do not coincide with other
NSCLC-related oncogenic mutations like EGFR or RAS.8

The ALK protein comprises a signal peptide, a long
extracellular domain, a transmembrane segment, and a short
intracellular kinase domain. The ALK kinase domain consists
of two lobes: a large carboxy-terminal lobe (C-lobe), a small
amino-terminal lobe (N-lobe), and a hinge region.3 These

lobes incorporate highly conserved α-helices and β strands.
The protein kinase domain ranges from 1116 to 1392 amino
acid residues; these K/D/D motifs specifying Lys, Asp, and
Asp amino acids illustrate the catalytic activity of ALK.9 The
ATP binding site is located in the interlobe cleft, also known as
the ALK active site; it allows the catalytic kinase reaction to
proceed. The N-lobe is dynamically inflexible and unable to
bind to ATP in the inactive state, but it migrates toward the C-
lobe when it is active.10 The extracellular domain interacts with
the ligand, inducing tyrosine kinase domain dimerization
through transphosphorylation. The dimerization of the
tyrosine kinase domain induces ALK gene expression. It
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promotes the Ras/Raf/MEK/ERK1/2 pathway, JAK-STAT
(Janus activated kinase/signal transducer and activator of
transcription) pathway, PI3K (phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase)/
Akt pathway, and PLC (phospholipase-C)-γ pathway essential
for cell proliferation and cell survival.3 The hydrophobic
regulatory spine (R-spine) comprises residues, namely, I1171,
C1182, H1247, F1271, and D1311, which are vital in
determining the active and inactive conformation of ALK.9,11,12

Mutations in ALK that resulted in the missense substitution
of a single amino acid in the tyrosine kinase domain may
facilitate the constitutive and ligand-independent kinase
activity.13,14 The I1171 amino acid residue position in the
ALK kinase domain acquires I1171 T/N/S mutations.15,16 The
prevalence rates of ALK mutations at position I1171 N/S/T
are 5, 31, and 7.1%.17 These mutations result in resistance to
ALK drugs. Currently, I1171N is known to confer resistance to
crizotinib, a first-generation ALK drug in NSCLC patients.15

Recent reports suggest superior resistance of I1171T mutation
against alectinib, a second-generation ALK drug in neuro-
blastoma patients.18 The major lobes of the ALK kinase
domain are connected by the amino acid residue at position
I1171 (found in the N-lobe) in the R-spine required to
maintain active conformation.15 The ALK rearrangement with
an echinoderm microtubule-associated protein like-4 (EML-4)
or nucleophosmin contributes to the I1171 mutation.19 Several
experimental studies focused on the drug response of the
acquired ALK I1171 mutation to identify the ALK inhibitors
and overcome the drug resistance.15,20−24 In addition, few
computational studies have highlighted the significance of ALK
mutation at I1171 and drug resistance using molecular docking
and molecular dynamics approaches.25−28 Karabencheva et al.
(2014) exposed significant conformational effects on crucial
interactions necessary for the activation of ALK enzyme by
atomistic molecular dynamics simulations (MDSs) on wild-
type (WT) and nine clinically significant mutants, including
the I1171N mutation.25 He et al. (2018) revealed the
mechanisms of alectinib resistance induced by the I1171N,
V1180L, and L1198F mutations via molecular dynamics.26

Salifu et al. (2023) elucidated that the compound mutations
I1171N + F1174I and I1171N + L1198H distorted the
activation loop and affected the phosphorylation.27 Another
study by Liang et al. (2021) demonstrated that gilteritinib
overcame lorlatinib-resistant ALK double mutation (I1171N/
F1174I).28

The proposed computational study investigated the putative
activation mechanism of different missense mutations at
position I1171 in the ALK protein of NSCLC in Apo and
ATP-bound states. We performed MDS for 200 ns using
Gromacs (2021.2 version) to elucidate the structural
transitions of the interaction between the ATP and ALK WT
and I1171N/S/T mutations.29 We evaluated the free energy
landscape (FEL) and dynamic cross-correlation matrix
(DCCM) to determine the dynamic effects of Apo and
ATP-bound I1171 mutations to understand the conforma-
tional changes of essential structural elements and atomistic
insights involved in ALK activation. These insights into the
atomic level activation mechanism of the ALK I1171 mutation
can help us understand the structural characteristics and
conformational changes of drug-resistant ALK mutations.

■ METHODOLOGY
Structure Preparation. We retrieved the ALK structure

PDB ID 3LCT (1093−1410 residues) from the protein data

bank (PDB).12 To provide the initial ALK WT structure with
Mg, the ALK PDB ID-3LCT was superimposed with the
insulin receptor kinase (IRK) PDB ID-3BU5 (structure with
Mg), and Mg was placed in the optimum position of the ALK
3LCT structure.30 We utilized Discovery Studio to fill the
missing residues and induce the I1171N/S/T mutations in the
WT structure with Mg. Energy minimization was performed
for ALK WT and I1171N/S/T structures coupled with Mg
using a Swiss-PDB-viewer.31 Similarly, we downloaded the
ATP structure from PubChem in the structure data file
(SDF).32 Subsequently, we converted the ATP from SDF to
PDB format with an Open Babel Web server.33 We initially
performed 10 ns MDS with the CHARMM36 force field using
GROMACS 2021.2 version software to optimize all the four
Apo 3D structures of ALK WT and I1171N/S/T before
docking.34,35

Molecular Docking Using AutoDock Vina. The
optimized four Apo 3D structures of ALK WT and I1171N/
S/T were then docked with ATP in triplicates using AutoDock
Vina software.36 The ATP binding residues (His1124,
Lys1150, Asp1270, Glu1197, Leu1198, and Met1199) of the
ALK human protein were obtained from the UniProt entry
Q9UM73.37 First, all the four proteins (WT and I1171N/S/T
mutant) and ATP structures were prepared using default
parameters in AutoDockTools 1.5.7 and saved in PDBQT
formats.38 The grid box size for the ATP binding sites of each
protein structure was obtained using AutoDockTools 1.5.7.38

Later, molecular docking was carried out for all the four
proteins with ATP in triplicate and obtained nine different
conformations for each docked structure using AutoDock Vina
4.2 software. Before proceeding to MDS, the best-docked
conformations were selected based on the binding energies,
lowest rmsds, number of H-bonds, and least distance between
Mg and ATP.
Interaction Analysis. The Discovery Studio visualizer

analyzed the ATP-docked ALK WT and I1171N/S/T 3D
structures.39 Using this software, we visualized a better 3D
surface of the complexes. We also elucidated the complex
interactions and contact residues with ATP through 2D
structural interactions.
MDS and Analysis. The MDS was initiated for the ATP-

docked conformation of ALK WT and I1171N/S/T (ATP-
bound) and Apo ALK WT and I1171N/S/T (ATP-unbound)
structures to evaluate the binding mechanism of ATP and
conformational changes upon mutations. CHARMM-GUI
generated topology files for eight different systems, namely,
WT-Apo, WT-ATP, I1171N-Apo, I1171N-ATP, I1171S-Apo,
I1171S-ATP, I1171T-Apo, and I1171T-ATP, with the
CHARMM36 force field.40 Using those topology files, the
MDS was performed for 200 ns in GROMACS 2021.2
software with default parameters.35 Furthermore, MDS
analyses such as the root-mean-square deviation (rmsd),
root-mean-square fluctuation (RMSF), radius of gyration
(Rg), solvent-accessible surface area (SASA), number of
intermolecular H-bonds, intramolecular H-bonds, and molec-
ular mechanics Poisson−Boltzmann surface area (MM/PBSA)
analyses were evaluated throughout the run time. The DCCM
and rmsd vs Rg correlation plots were also assessed to
investigate the proteins’ correlated collective motions,
compactness, and stability.
Principal Component Analysis, Essential Dynamics,

and MM/PBSA Analysis. A widely used statistical strategy to
reduce data dimensionality is principal component analysis
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(PCA). The minimization is accomplished by classifying the
directions in which the data variance is greatest, also known as
PCs. Typically, a small number of components through several
variables represent each sample. Additionally, PCA may be
utilized to find large-amplitude differential movements in MD
trajectories. We used PCA and FEL analysis to examine the
stability, conformational sampling, and atomic movements of
the MD trajectories of Apo and ATP-bound ALK WT and
I1171 mutations.41 To calculate the protein−ligand inter-
actions, the MM/PBSA method has been widely used as a
reliable and effective free energy calculation method in MD
trajectories.42 Using the MM/PBSA calculation, we calculated
the total binding energy of governing residues around the ATP
active site pockets.

■ RESULTS
Molecular Docking. Molecular docking enabled us to

check the binding patterns of ATP with ALK WT and
I1171N/S/T mutations; this aids in determining the binding
energy and locating the interaction regions. The molecular
docking performed in AutoDock Vina resulted in nine different
conformations of ATP binding toward each protein. We
merged ALK-Mg along with different conformations of ATP
and saved them in PDB format. We further calculated the
distance between Mg and ATP for each protein complex using
the Discovery Studio visualizer. After the docking process, the
obtained binding energy and distance between Mg and ATP
for the nine different conformations with triplicates for each
protein are shown in Supporting Information Table S1. We
selected the best conformations based on the criteria and
displayed their average binding energy and distance between
Mg and ATP of the triplicates in Table 1. We took the single
best structure from these triplicates and utilized them for
further analysis.
Interaction Analysis. The interaction analysis of the

selected structures was performed using the Discovery Studio
visualizer, and Figure 1 illustrates the 3D cartoon structure
(Figure 1A,D,G,J), 3D atomic interactions (Figure 1B,E,H,K),
and their 2D interactions (Figure 1C,F,I,L) for ATP-bound
ALK WT and I1171N/S/T mutations. ALK WT binds to ATP
and establishes the binding affinity of −6 kcal/mol with two
conventional H-bonds (Arg1253 and Met1199) and other
contact residues (Arg1253, Arg1254, Gly1269, Leu1122,
Gly1202, Glu1197, Leu1198, Ala1148, Leu1196, Val1130,
Gly1123, Asp1203, Leu1256, and Asp1270; Figure 1B,C).

ALK I1171N binds to ATP and establishes a binding affinity of
−6.9 kcal/mol with five conventional H-bonds (Asp1270,
Glu1197, Met1199, Lys1150, and Gly1269) and other contact
residues (Asp1270, Glu1167, Arg1253, and Gly1202) (Figure
1E,F). Similarly, ALK I1171S binds to ATP and establishes the
binding affinity of −6.1 kcal/mol with three conventional H-
bonds (Leu1122, Met1199, and Asp1270) and other contact
residues (Ala1148, Leu1198, Lys1150, Glu1197, Leu1196,
Leu1180, Leu1256, Leu1122, Gly1202, Arg1253, Asp1203,
Asn1254, Gly1269, Val1130, and Asp1270) (Figure 1H,I).
ALK I1171T binds to ATP and establishes a binding affinity of
−6.5 kcal/mol with seven conventional H-bonds (Lys1150,
Asn1254, Arg1275, and Asp1270) and other contact residues
(Leu1150, Glu1167, Arg1275, Asn1254, Asp1249, and
Asp1270) (Figure 1K,L). The ATP binding residues for WT
and I1171N/S/T mutations varied, but we observed one
constant conventional H-bond formation with residue
Asp1270 in ALK I1171N/S/T mutations.
MDS and Analysis. MDS was performed for the Apo and

ATP-docked structures of ALK WT and I1171N/S/T
mutations to evaluate the stability, structural aspect, and
dynamic behavior throughout the 200 ns run time. We also
investigated the structural changes of ALK mutations caused
by different amino acid substitutions at I1171 found in
NSCLC. The eight-topology files were generated in the
CHARMM36 force field utilizing the CHARMM-GUI input
generator and performed in GROMACS 2021.2. The system
was energy-minimized and equilibrated using NVT and NPT
ensembles, followed by MDS for 200 ns. The protein’s
structural conformation throughout the simulation is revealed
by rmsd analysis, indicating the protein’s stability. The
backbone rmsds of all of the proteins in the simulation
converged after 40 ns. Henceforth, all the analyses were
performed in the 40−200 ns of the stable structures (Figure
2A,C,E,G). The moving average of rmsds was evaluated and
displayed in Figure 2A,C,E,G, which shows a similar stable
conformation. We further determined the stability through
statistical validation. We have calculated the probability
distribution of backbone rmsds from 40 to 200 ns for all of
the simulations, which shows no statistical difference in all
systems, stating that the simulations were stable from 40 to 200
ns (Figure 2B,D,F,H). The average rmsd values of stable WT-
Apo, WT-ATP, I1171N-Apo, I1171N-ATP, I1171S-Apo,
I1171S-ATP, I1171T-Apo, and I1171T-ATP are 0.25 ± 0.03,
0.29 ± 0.04, 0.27 ± 0.04, 0.31 ± 0.04, 0.25 ± 0.03, 0.25 ±

Table 1. Binding Energy, Selected Conformation Number, and Distance between Mg and ATP of the ATP-Bound ALK WT
and I1171N/S/T Mutations in Triplicatesa

ALK conformation distance (Å) Mg − ATP binding energy (kcal/mol) average binding energy (kcal/mol)

ALK WT-ATP1-T1 1 5.551 −5.9 −6.1
ALK WT-ATP1-T2* 1 5.536 −6
ALK-WT ATP1-T3 6 5.881 −6.4
ALK-I1171T-ATP1-T1 2 3.179 −6.5 −6.533333333
ALK-I1171T-ATP1-T2* 3 2.239 −6.5
ALK-I1171T-ATP1-T3 2 5.065 −6.6
ALK-I1171S-ATP1-T1* 1 5.061 −6.1 −6.2
ALK-I1171S-ATP1-T2 3 5.107 −6.3
ALK-I1171S-ATP1-T3 2 5.065 −6.2
ALK-I1171N-ATP1-T1 4 6.098 −5.8 −6.2
ALK-I1171N-ATP1-T2* 1 4.821 −6.9
ALK-I1171N-ATP1-T3 2 5.013 −5.9

aT1, T2, and T3 represent triplicate 1, triplicate 2, and triplicate 3, respectively. “*” denoted that the structures were further taken for MDS studies.
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0.04, 0.27 ± 0.02, and 0.23 ± 0.04 nm, respectively (Figure 2).
The above observation premises that all the simulations
reached equilibrium and that the proteins produced stable
structures. The simulation time was sufficient and attained an
equilibrium structure after 40 ns of MDS, suggesting that the
simulation was appropriate for further comprehensive analysis.
The RMSF was generated for each residue throughout the

MDS, where the peaks signify regional fluctuations of the
protein chain. According to the RMSF graph, all the residues of
WT-Apo have fluctuated from 0.1 to 0.6 nm, whereas WT-
ATP fluctuated from 0.1 to 0.8 nm. We observed higher
fluctuation up to 0.6 nm at residue 1140 in WT-ATP
compared to Apo ALK. The average RMSF values for WT-

Apo and WT-ATP are 0.14 and 0.16 nm, respectively (Figure
3A). We observed a higher RMSF value of 0.4 nm for I1171N-
ATP around residue 1220 compared to I1171N-Apo. The
average RMSF values for I1171N-Apo and I1171N-ATP are
0.16 and 0.15 nm, respectively (Figure 3B). The RMSF value
for I1171S-ATP was higher by 0.5 nm around residue 1290
than that of I1171S-Apo. The average RMSF values for
I1171S-Apo and I1171S-ATP are 0.11 and 0.12 nm,
respectively (Figure 3C). We observed higher RMSF values
for I1171T-ATP around the residues, such as 1140, 1160,
1190, 1310, and 1340. The average RMSF values for I1171T-
Apo and I1171T-ATP are 0.12 and 0.13 nm (Figure 3D). A
higher RMSF value signifies greater mobility, flexibility, and

Figure 1. Molecular docking results of best-docked structures of ALK WT and I1171N/S/T with ATP from the triplicates were picturized using
the Discovery Studio visualizer. We demonstrated the docked 3D cartoon structures of ALK WT-ATP (A), I1171N-ATP (D), I1171S-ATP (G),
and I117T-ATP (J), where the ALK structures are represented in the purple cartoon, Zn represented in green CPK, and ATP represented in blue
stick with orange color surface mesh wire. The 2D atomic structure illustrated the ATP interaction residues in the WT (B), I1171N (E), I117S
(H), and I1171T (K) structures. The 2D structure showed the type of ATP interaction with WT (C), I1171N (D), I117S (E), and I1171T (F).
The range of bright green color to fade green color interaction represents the conventional hydrogen bond, van der Waals, and carbon−hydrogen
bond. The purple interaction represents π-sigma, whereas the pink interaction represents π-alkyl. The orange color interaction represents attractive
charge, π-cation, and π-anion.
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unstable protein structure. The RMSF analysis revealed that
ATP-WT, I1171S-ATP, and I1171T-ATP showed higher

RMSF averages, indicating a more flexible and unstable
structure than their respective Apo (ATP unbound) state.

Figure 2. rmsd analysis of ALK WT and I1171N/S/T mutations in Apo and ATP-bound states over 200 ns MDS. The X-axis denotes the time in
ns, and the Y-axis displays the rmsd values in nm. (A) The rmsd analysis of WT-Apo and WT-ATP is represented in black and navy blue,
respectively. The rmsd moving averages (Mov-Avg) of WT-Apo and WT-ATP are represented in yellow and purple, respectively. (B) The rmsd
probability distributions of WT-Apo and WT-ATP are represented in black and navy blue, respectively. (C) The rmsd analyses of I1171N-Apo and
I1171N-ATP are represented in green and pear color, respectively. The rmsd moving averages (Mov-Avg) of WT-Apo and WT-ATP are
represented in yellow and orange, respectively. (D) The rmsd probability distributions of I1171N-Apo and I1171N-ATP are represented in green
and pear color, respectively. (E) rmsd analysis of I1171S-Apo and I1171S-ATP, where I1171S-Apo and I1171S-ATP are represented in mustard
and cyan color, respectively. The rmsd moving averages (Mov-Avg) of WT-Apo and WT-ATP are represented in red and yellow. (F) The rmsd
probability distributions of I1171S-Apo and I1171S-ATP are represented in mustard and cyan, respectively. (G) rmsd analysis of I1171T-Apo and
I1171T-ATP, where I1171T-Apo and I1171T-ATP are represented in red and orange, respectively. The rmsd moving average (Mov-Avg) of WT-
Apo and WT-ATP are represented in blue and yellow, respectively. (H) The rmsd probability distributions of I1171T-Apo and I1171T-ATP are
represented in red and orange, respectively.

Figure 3. RMSF analysis of ALK WT and I1171N/S/T mutations in Apo and ATP-bound states throughout 200 ns MDS. The X-axis denotes the
residue number, and the Y-axis displays the RMSF values in nanometer. (A) RMSF analysis of WT-Apo and WT-ATP, where WT-Apo and WT-
ATP are represented in black and navy blue color, respectively. (B) RMSF analysis of I1171N-Apo and I1171N-ATP, where I1171N-Apo and
I1171N-ATP are represented in green and pear color, respectively. (C) RMSF analysis of I1171S-Apo and I1171S-ATP, where I1171S-Apo and
I1171S-ATP are represented in mustard and cyan color, respectively. (D) RMSF analysis of I1171T-Apo and I1171T-ATP, where I1171T-Apo and
I1171T-ATP are represented in red and orange, respectively.
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Rg represents the overall dimension and compactness of the
protein structure. It also demonstrates how the protein 3D
structure is densely packed with secondary structures. The
unfolded proteins fluctuated over time. In contrast, stable
folded proteins were expected to have a relatively constant Rg
value. The average Rg values of stable WT-Apo, WT-ATP,
I1171N-Apo, I1171N-ATP, I1171S-Apo, I1171S-ATP,
I1171T-Apo, and I1171T-ATP are 2.09 ± 0.02, 2.09 ± 0.03,
2.10 ± 0.02, 2.14 ± 0.02, 2.06 ± 0.01, 2.08 ± 0.01, 2.07 ±
0.01, and 2.08 ± 0.01 nm, respectively (Figure 4). We noticed
that the Apo WT and I1171N/S/T mutations exhibited
minimum Rg compared to the respective ATP-bound state,
which signified that a tight package of proteins can be seen in
the Apo state. We also observed that the I1171N mutations
had a Rg value significantly higher than those of the others,
increased volume, and reduced compactness caused by the
I1171N mutation in both Apo and ATP-bound states. The

rmsd vs Rg correlation plots for the Apo and ATP-bound states
of ALK WT and I1171N/S/T mutations throughout the
simulation time are presented in Figure 5. In WT-Apo, the
distribution of the analyzed conformers was positioned at the
rmsd value ranging from ∼0.15 to ∼0.32 nm, corresponding to
the Rg value between ∼2.05 and ∼2.13 nm (Figure 5A). In
contrast, the WT-ATP distribution showed different rmsd
values ranging from ∼0.18 to ∼0.38 nm and Rg value from
∼2.04 to ∼2.15 nm (Figure 5B). In I1171N-Apo, the
distribution of the analyzed conformers was positioned at the
rmsd value ranging from 0.12 to 0.38 nm, corresponding to the
Rg value between ∼2.04 and ∼2.16 nm (Figure 5C). In
contrast, the I1171N-ATP corresponding distribution showed
slightly different rmsd values ranging from 0.18 to 0.4 nm and
Rg value from ∼2.10 to ∼2.19 nm (Figure 5D). In I1171S-Apo,
the distribution of the analyzed conformers was positioned at
the rmsd value ranging from 0.15 to 0.32 nm, corresponding to

Figure 4. 2D (A,C,E,G) and 3D (B,D,F,H) representation of Rg analysis of ALK WT and I1171N/S/T mutations in Apo and ATP-bound states
during 200 ns MDS. 2D (A) and 3D (B) Rg analysis of WT-Apo and WT-ATP, where WT-Apo and WT-ATP are represented in black and navy
blue, respectively. 2D (C) and 3D (D) Rg analysis of I1171N-Apo and I1171N-ATP, where I1171N-Apo and I1171N-ATP are represented in green
and pear, respectively. 2D (E) and 3D (F) Rg analyses of I1171S-Apo and I1171S-ATP, where I1171S-Apo and I1171S-ATP are represented in
mustard and cyan, respectively. 2D (G) and 3D (H) Rg analysis of I1171T-Apo and I1171T-ATP, where I1171T-Apo and I1171T-ATP are
represented in red and orange, respectively.

Figure 5. Correlation plot of rmsd vs Rg for backbone atoms of ALK WT and I1171N/S/T mutations in Apo and ATP-bound states throughout
200 ns MDS. The X-axis denotes rmsd in nanometer, and the Y-axis displays Rg in nanometer.
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the Rg value between ∼2.04 nm and ∼2.10 nm (Figure 5E). In
contrast, the I1171S-ATP corresponding distribution showed a

slightly different rmsd value ranging from 0.12 to 0.36 nm and
Rg value from ∼2.06 to ∼2.11 nm (Figure 5F). In I1171T-Apo,

Figure 6. SASA analysis of ALK WT and I1171N/S/T mutations in Apo and ATP-bound states throughout 200 ns MDS. The X-axis denotes the
time in nanosecond, and the Y-axis displays the area in square nanometer. (A) SASA analysis of WT-Apo and WT-ATP, where WT-Apo and WT-
ATP are represented in black and navy blue, respectively. (B) SASA analysis of I1171N-Apo and I1171N-ATP, where I1171N-Apo and I1171N-
ATP are represented in green and pear, respectively. (C) SASA analysis of I1171S-Apo and I1171S-ATP, where I1171S-Apo and I1171S-ATP are
represented in mustard and cyan, respectively. (D) SASA analysis of I1171T-Apo and I1171T-ATP, where I1171T-Apo and I1171T-ATP are
represented in red and orange, respectively.

Figure 7. Intermolecular hydrogen bond analysis of ALK WT and I1171N/S/T mutations with ATP over the 200 ns MDS. The X-axis denotes the
time in nanoseconds, and the Y-axis displays H-bonds in number. The intermolecular hydrogen bond analysis for (A) WT-ATP showed navy blue,
(B) I1171N-ATP in pear, (C) I1171S-ATP in cyan, and (D) I1171T-ATP in orange.
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the distribution of the analyzed conformers was positioned at
the rmsd value ranging from 0.12 to 0.36 nm, corresponding to
the Rg value between 2.04 and 2.12 nm (Figure 5G). In
contrast, the I1171T-ATP corresponding distribution showed
different rmsd values ranging from 0.14 to 0.32 nm and Rg
value from 2.04 to 2.11 nm (Figure 5H). The correlation plots
revealed that the dynamics of WT-Apo is distinct from that of
I1171N/S/T and WT-ATP mutations.
Structural Property Analysis. SASA indicates the affinity

between polar solvents and proteins. SASA was estimated from
the 200 ns simulation for all the eight systems to understand
the stability and conformation changes upon Apo and ATP-
bound WT and I1171 mutations (Figure 6). The average
SASA values of stable WT-Apo, WT-ATP, I1171N-Apo,
I1171N-ATP, I1171S-Apo, I1171S-ATP, I1171T-Apo, and
I1171T-ATP are 164.01 ± 3.19, 167.33 ± 4.20, 169.05 ± 5.25,
169.79 ± 3.55, 154.47 ± 2.46, 163.26 ± 2.37, 157.62 ± 2.91,
and 159.53 ± 3.24 nm2, respectively (Figure 6). The ATP-
bound WT and I1171 mutations showed higher SASA values
compared to Apo. A higher SASA value for ATP-bound
structures indicates a stronger affinity for solvents compared to
Apo.
Protein’s hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) are a crucial non-

covalent structural factor and a key determinant of protein
stability. The intramolecular H-bond formation in Apo and
ATP-bound ALK WT was analyzed throughout the simulation
(Supporting Information Figure 1). The average numbers of
intramolecular H-bonds of stable WT-Apo, WT-ATP, I1171N-
Apo, I1171N-ATP, I1171S-Apo, I1171S-ATP, I1171T-Apo,
and I1171T-ATP are 194.05 ± 7.67, 191.53 ± 7.04, 197.33 ±

7.49, 190.49 ± 7.98, 196.35 ± 6.95, 193.79 ± 7.23, 199.42 ±
7.09, and 201.17 ± 7.67, respectively (Supporting Information
Figure 1). The intramolecular H-bonds disrupt ATP binding in
WT and I1171N/S/T. Compared to WT, mutations showed a
higher number of H-bonds, which makes the structure more
rigid and restricts the movement/motion of the proteins. The
intermolecular H-bonds in the ATP-bound ALK WT and
I1171N, I1171S, and I1171T mutations were analyzed
throughout the simulation (Figure 7). The WT-ATP-bound
stable structure formed a maximum of eight H-bonds with an
average of 3.04 ± 0.80 (Figure 7A), whereas the I1171N-ATP-
bound stable structure formed a maximum of six H-bonds with
an average of 2.89 ± 0.65 (Figure 7B), the I1171S-ATP-bound
stable structure formed a maximum of eight H-bonds with an
average of 3.77 ± 0.78 (Figure 7C), and the I1171T-ATP-
bound stable structure formed a maximum of nine H-bonds
with an average of 4.11 ± 1.48 (Figure 7D). The I1171S/T
mutations showed greater H-bonds with ATP than WT, which
resembles the stable bond formation with ATP. Likewise, WT
and I1171N showed a similar number of H-bonds formed with
ATP. The Apo I1171N/S/T mutations showed higher
intramolecular H-bonds than WT, which makes the structure
more rigid.
PCA and Essential Dynamics. PCA, which produces

eigenvectors, was used to examine the effects of the overall
motion of the protein caused by binding of ATP in WT and
I1171 mutations. This technique allows the use of the
covariance matrix computation and diagonalization. WT-Apo
occupied the conformational space of PC1 (−6 to 6 nm) and
PC2 (−5 to 6 nm), but upon ATP binding, a change in overall

Figure 8. PCA analysis of ALK WT and I1171N/S/T mutations in Apo and ATP-bound states during 200 ns MDS. The X-axis denotes PC 1 in
nanometer, and the Y-axis displays PC 2 in nanometer. (A) PCA analysis of WT-Apo and WT-ATP, where WT-Apo and WT-ATP are represented
in black and navy blue, respectively. (B) PCA analysis of I1171N-Apo and I1171N-ATP, where I1171N-Apo and I1171N-ATP are denoted in
green and pear, respectively. (C) PCA analysis of I1171S-Apo and I1171S-ATP, where I1171S-Apo and I1171S-ATP are denoted in mustard and
cyan, respectively. (D) PCA analysis of I1171T-Apo and I1171T-ATP, where I1171T-Apo and I1171T-ATP are denoted in red and orange,
respectively.
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motion and expansion of conformational space of PC1 (−8 to
5 nm) and PC2 (−5 to 5 nm) in WT-ATP is observed (Figure
8A). Similarly, the diagonalized trace covariance matrix values
for WT-Apo and WT-ATP are 24.127 and 30.669, respectively.
I1171N-Apo occupied the conformational space of PC1 (−6
to 8 nm) and PC2 (−7 to 6 nm); then, upon ATP binding of
I1171N, a change in the overall motion is observed, but a
similar conformational space of PC1 (−6 to 8 nm) and PC2
(−5 to 4 nm) in I1171N-ATP is shown (Figure 8B). This
analysis confirms that the 11171N mutation makes the protein
active since it resembles WT-ATP. Similarly, the diagonalized
trace covariance matrix values for I1171N-Apo and I1171N-
ATP are 30.677 and 26.227, respectively. The I1171S-Apo
mutation occupied the conformational space of PC1 (−5 to 5
nm) and PC2 (−4.5 to 5 nm), whereas I1171S-ATP occupied
the conformational space of PC1 (−6 to 6 nm) and PC2 (−4
to 3.5 nm) (Figure 8C). Similarly, the diagonalized trace
covariance matrix values for I1171S-Apo and I1171S-ATP are
17.624 and 19.351, respectively. The I1171T mutation
occupied the conformational space of PC1 (−5 to 5 nm)
and PC2 (−7 to 5 nm), while I1171T-ATP occupied the
conformational space of PC1 (−5.8 to 6 nm) and PC2 (−5 to
4.7 nm) (Figure 8D). Similarly, the diagonalized trace
covariance matrix values for I1171T-Apo and I1171T-ATP
are 21.241 and 22.730, respectively. In a 2D projection of PCA,
if the protein/complex takes up less phase space, it is
considered stable, whereas if the protein/complex takes up
more space, it is considered less stable. We observed larger
phase space in ATP-bound WT, indicating that these are less
stable than the Apo state. Similarly, we noticed that the WT
occupied less phase space than I1171N/S/T mutations in both
Apo and ATP-bound states, suggesting that the WT was more
stable. Moreover, the trace covariance matrix values confirm
that ATP-bound WT and I1171S/T mutations occupied
significantly higher values than the Apo state. It demonstrated
increased flexibility and showed a different manner from the
Apo state. WT-ATP and I1171N-Apo revealed identical values
higher than the WT, suggesting that I1171N mutation causes
ALK to remain constitutively active and flexible. Similarly,
I1171S/T mutations showed lower values compared to WT,
indicating that these mutations cause ALK to be more rigid.

To further examine the impact of ATP binding on the
conformational dynamics of ALK WT and I1171N/S/T, the
correlative movements of ATP for interacting with ALK WT
and I1171N/S/T mutations must be detected. The findings of
the DCCM analysis, as shown in Figure 9, revealed that the
global dynamics of all the systems were strikingly similar.
Besides that, ATP binding had little effect on the original
secondary structures of ALK. However, a thorough inspection
of DCCM reveals the differences between the apo and ATP-
bound WT ALK protein (Figure 9A,B). The significant
differences were discovered in several positions: the ALK
WT-Apo protein’s few positions had blue, representing
significant anticorrelated motions. The anticorrelated motions
were significantly reduced in ALK WT-ATP around the ATP
binding sites 1197−1199 and 1293 positions. Similarly,
DCCM analysis showed that I1171N-Apo (Figure 9C),
I1171N-ATP (Figure 9D), I1171S-ATP (Figure 9F),
I1171T-Apo (Figure 9G), and I1171T-ATP (Figure 9H) had
a greater reduction of anticorrelated motions (reduced blue
color), whereas I1171NS-Apo (Figure 9E) had a minor
reduction of anticorrelated motions. These results indicate
that the correlative motions increased in the WT-Apo
compared to WT-ATP. Similarly, we noted that the Apo and
ATP-bound state of I1171N/S/T mutations had higher
correlative collective motions than WT-Apo. The DCCM
analysis of Apo and ATP-bound ALK WT and I1171N/S/T
mutations was consistent with the former analysis outcomes.
Additionally, we analyzed FEL to check whether ATP

binding affects the conformational stability of the ALK WT
and I1171N/S/T protein conformational stability. FEL can
offer incredible insights into the many conformational states of
which the protein is capable of in the simulation. The 2D and
3D FEL contour maps were plotted using the first two PCs
(PC1 and PC2) and obtained ΔG values for each protein
simulation. The deeper blue color indicates conformational
states with minimal energy. The ΔG values range from 0 to
13.6 and 14.4 kJ/mol for WT and WT-ATP (Figure 10A,B).
WT-Apo obtained three larger minimum energies, which
indicated a more stable structure. In WT-ATP, we observed
different conformational motions and a lower minimum energy
than the Apo state. The ΔG values range from 0 to 14.2 and

Figure 9. DCCM of the backbone atoms around their mean positions of ALK (A) WT-Apo, (B) WT-ATP, (C) ALK I1171N-Apo, (D) I1171N-
ATP, (E) ALK I1171S-Apo, (F) I1171S-ATP, (G) I1171T-Apo, and (H) I1171T-ATP. The color bar varies from red to blue (+1 to −1), which
represents the level of correlation and anticorrelation movements. The significant change in DCCM is highlighted with arrows.
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14.6 kJ/mol for I1171N and I1171N-ATP (Figure 10C,D).
I1171N showed a single stable global minimum energy,
whereas the I1171N-ATP-bound state showed dispersed three
minimum global energies with an obvious conformational
change upon ATP binding in I1171N. The ΔG values range
from 0 to 15 and 14.7 kJ/mol for I1171S and I1171S-ATP
(Figure 10E,F). I1171S-ATP showed less or similar minima
energy with conformational shift throughout the transition
state than the I1171S-Apo state. The ΔG values range from 0
to 15 and 15.2 kJ/mol for I1171S and I1171S-ATP (Figure
10G,H). I1171T showed a wide global minima energy, but
I1171T-ATP showed a single and reduced minima energy. The
WT displayed three precise global minima energies of the
different conformational states. Observing several energy
minima in the conformational space attained by I1171
mutations of the Apo and ATP-bound states indicates that
the protein has been severely destabilized.
MM/PBSA Analysis. The average structures were extracted

from the stable trajectories of the four systems: ATP-bounded
ALK WT and I1171N/S/T mutation complexes. Using the

MM/PBSA calculation, the binding energy values of governing
residues within 5 Å at the ATP active site pockets of ATP-
bounded ALK WT and I1171N/S/T mutations were taken
from the res.dat file. From these values, we obtained the
binding energy at the ATP active site for the ATP-bound WT
and I1171 mutations using governing residues such as L1122,
G1125, V1130, A1148, L1198, G1202, and L1256. The
binding energy based on the governing residues’ contribution
for WT-ATP, I1171N-ATP, I1171S-ATP, and I1171T-ATP is
illustrated in Figure 11. The sum of the governing residue
binding energies for WT-ATP, I1171N-ATP, I1171S-ATP, and
I1171T-ATP was −30.064, −31.743, −27.591, and −24.919
kJ/mol, respectively. The binding energy of I1171N showed a
higher binding energy with ATP than WT. At the same time,
I1171S/T was relatively similar to the WT. The binding energy
obtained from molecular docking also demonstrated an almost
similar value for the I1171N/S/T and WT mutations.
Analysis of a Significant Interaction Involved in ALK

Activation. We analyzed the significant interaction involved
in ALK inactive and active conformations by measuring their

Figure 10. 2D contour and 3D free energy landscape maps of ALK (A) WT-Apo, (B) WT-ATP, (C) ALK I1171N-Apo, (D) I1171N-ATP, (E)
ALK I1171S-Apo, (F) I1171S-ATP, (G) I1171T-Apo, and (H) I1171T-ATP over 200 ns MDS. The free energy is expressed in kJ/mol and shown
visually in color.
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distance and hydrogen bond interaction in all conformations of
WT-ALK and I1171N/S/T mutations with Apo/ATP-bound
states of MD trajectories using VMD. The significant
interaction keeps the C-helix in an inactive conformation by
forming a hydrogen bond of the A-loop helix Tyr1278
(Y1278) residue, the first tyrosine residue that facilitates the
autophosphorylation process, with N-terminal-turn Cys1097
(C1097). The distance between Y1278−C1097 was measured
throughout the MD trajectories and is provided in Supporting
Information Figure 2. The distance distribution of the hydroxyl
group Y1278 with backbone nitrogen C1097 in all of the
simulations is plotted in Figure 12A−D. The distance
distribution of Y1278−C1097 for WT-Apo was within 5 Å,
whereas WT-ATP showed more than 5 up to 15 Å (Figure
12A). In the I1171N mutations in both Apo and ATP-bound
states, the distance distribution of Y1278−C1097 was almost
similar; it ranges from 5 to 15 Å (Figure 12B). In the I1171S
mutation in both Apo and ATP-bound states, the distance
distribution of Y1278−C1097 was within 5 Å (Figure 12C). In
I1171T-Apo, we noticed that the distance distribution of
Y1278−C1097 was within 5 Å but deviated in I1171T-ATP; it
ranges from 3 to 9 Å (Figure 12D). The hydrogen bond
formed between residues Y1278 and C1097 was measured
throughout the MD trajectories (Supporting Information
Figure 3). The average number of H-bonds between Y1278
and C1097 of all of the trajectories is mentioned in Table 2. A
stable H-bond formed in WT-Apo, but no H-bond can be seen
in WT-ATP after 10 ns of simulation (Supporting Information
Figure 3). The average H-bond for I1171N/T mutations in
Apo and ATP-bound states was less than that in WT-Apo.
In contrast, I1171S showed a stronger H-bond interaction in

Apo and ATP-bound states than WT-Apo (Table 2). The C-
helix enables the correct placement of Glu1167 (E1167) and
Lys1150 (K1150) for salt bridge building, which is also a
characteristic of the active conformation. First, we measured
the distance between E1167 and K1150 throughout MD
trajectories (Supporting Information Figure 4). The distance
distribution of residue E1167 with K1150 in the overall
simulations was represented in percentage (Figure 12E−H).

We noticed that the distance between E1167 and K1150 was
far in WT-Apo compared to WT-ATP. In WT-Apo, the
E1167−K1150 distance ranges from 3 to 8 Å, whereas WT-
ATP showed active conformation within 4 Å (Figure 12E).
The E1167−K1150 distance for I1171N-Apo and ATP-bound
states is within 4 Å, the same as that for WT-ATP (Figure
12F). The E1167−K1150 distance for I1171S-Apo and ATP-
bound states is within 5 Å (Figure 12G). The E1167−K1150
distance for I1171T-Apo ranges from 2.5 to 6 Å, whereas
F1174T−ATP showed 2.5 to 10.5 Å (Figure 12H). The
hydrogen bond formed between residues E1167−K1150 was
measured throughout the MD trajectories (Supporting
Information Figure 5). The average number of H-bonds
between E1167 and K1150 of all the trajectories is mentioned
in Table 2. The average number of H-bonds in the E1167−
K1150 salt bridge was higher in WT-ATP than in WT-Apo.
We noticed that the average number of H-bonds in the
E1167−K1150 salt bridge was higher in I1171N/S/T
mutations in the Apo state than in WT-ATP. Similarly, the
average number of H-bonds in E1167−K1150 were higher in
I1171N/S mutations in the ATP-bound state, but I1171T-
ATP showed the least interaction compared to WT-Apo/ATP.

■ DISCUSSION
In a subgroup of NSCLC, Soda et al. identified the EML4-ALK
fusion gene in 2007.43 It is the most common fusion compared
with other fusion partners of ALK.44 Exclusive of EGFR and
KRAS mutations, the ALK rearrangement in NSCLC is
responsible for 3−7%.43,45 Several tyrosine kinase inhibitors
have been upended against ALK mutational rearrangements.
Crizotinib, the first-generation TKI targeting ALK, was
approved by the FDA in 2011,8 although the crizotinib
tolerance level is elevated in patients, resulting in treatment-
related adverse events (TRAEs).46 ALK I1171, a missense
mutation, acquired resistance against crizotinib and alectinib
TKIs. Alectinib, a second-generation ALK tyrosine kinase
inhibitor, binds to the ATP binding site on ALK.47 The
presence of the αC-helix I1171N mutation reportedly triggered
resistance to alectinib.15 Alectinib resistance by I1171

Figure 11. Binding energy of governing residues within 5 Å at the active site pockets of ATP-bound ALK WT and I1171N/S/T mutations
estimated using their stable trajectories.
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mutations is rendered due to increased steric hindrance and
disruption of the hydrogen bonding between the mutations
and the drug that alters the ALK’s ATP-binding pocket.8,47

I1171N stabilizes the activated conformation of tyrosine kinase
via destabilization of the ALK inhibitor.8 Secondary treatments
against I1171 mutations are provided through ceritinib, a
second-generation drug.15 Ceritinib interacts with the hinge
region of the protein kinase domain, proving to be efficient
against I1171. The postcrizotinib treatments are essential for
normal CNS functioning; ceritinib is known to cross the
blood−brain barrier. Brigatinib, a second-generation TKI, is a
ceritinib analogue; studies have shown that brigatinib affects
the activating mutations in the ALK protein.44 A recent report
showed that only ceritinib is sensitive to the I1171 mutational
variants. The I1171 resistance mechanism is independent of
the ALK-fusion partner, as mutations are observed in both
EML4-ALK and HIP1-ALK.15 Recent MD simulations on
I1171 suggest that the mutation results in conformational
dynamics of αC-helices interfering with the ATP-binding
pocket, affecting the binding of alectinib.48 The missense
mutation I1171 induces conformational changes such that the
affinity between alectinib and ALK mutations is diminished.

Figure 12. Distance frequency of Y1278−C1097 (A−D) and E1167−K1150 (E−H) throughout the MDSs of ALK WT and I1171N/S/T
mutations in Apo and ATP-bound states.

Table 2. Average Number of H-Bonds between the Y1278−
C1097 and E1167−K1150 Interactions over the MDSs of
ALK WT and I1171N/S/T Mutations in Apo and ATP-
Bound States

average H-bonds between interaction

MD-trajectories Y1278−C1097 E1167−K1150

WT-Apo 0.088346 0.239138
I1171N-Apo 0.017149 0.502625
I1171S-Apo 0.100095 0.39898
I1171T-Apo 0.033648 0.438528
WT-ATP 0.0013 0.318734
I1171N-ATP 0.010049 0.532423
I1171S-ATP 0.095545 0.40978
I1171T-ATP 0.034898 0.109695
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Numerous allosteric effects of ATP binding on kinase
activation have been identified.49−51 Many clinical studies are
being conducted to see if any ALK-TKIs can replace crizotinib
as the first-line treatment for ALK-positive NSCLC.52−54

Similarly, several computational studies have identified the
first- and second-line inhibitors’ drug resistance mechanisms
caused by ALK mutations at the atomic level.55−57 Hu et al.
(2020) demonstrated that the acquired mechanisms of
lorlatinib resistance are caused by several mutations in ALK,
including I1171N, L1196M, and G1202R.58 The mechanism
of drug resistance brought by ALK I1171N/F1174I that is
resistant to lorlatinib therapy in NSCLC was explained
mechanistically by Liang et al.28 The harmful consequences
of the compound ALK mutations, I1171N/F1174I and
I1171N/L1178H, and their role in the etiology of NSCLC
were studied.27 Even though there has been extensive research
on ALK drug identification and the resistance mechanism of
inhibitors, the activation mechanism of ALK is currently
unclear. Understanding the mechanism of ALK activation will
lead to possible ALK inhibitors. Hence, we performed
molecular docking for ALK WT and I1171N/S/T mutations
with ATP to elucidate the binding affinity and structural
conformation of ATP. We subjected the ALK WT and
I1171N/S/T mutations in Apo and ATP-bound states to MD
simulation for 200 ns and studied the structural stability,
conformational changes, and mechanism of ATP.
In the current study, we found that ALK WT docked with

ATP has a binding affinity of −6 kcal/mol, whereas the
mutations I1171N, I1171S, and I1171T have binding affinity
values of −6.9, −6.1, and −6.5 kcal/mol, respectively (Figure
1). The I1171N/T mutations showed a higher binding affinity
for ATP than the WT. The I1171S mutation exhibited almost
similar binding affinity similar to WT. This analysis confirms
that the I1171N/S/T mutations have a robust binding affinity
toward ATP compared to WT. The ALK protein develops
resistance to TKIs due to the significant interaction of ATP in
the I1171N/S/T mutations. Somatic mutations in the genes
encoding RTKs commonly accumulate at evolutionarily
conserved residues, such as the DFG motif in the kinase
activation loop and close to the nucleotide-binding pocket. D,
F, and G, three conserved residues, are crucial for ATP binding
and catalytic activity; it is present in the residue D1270, F1271,
and G1272 of the C-lobe in the ALK structure.9,59−61 ATP
occurs in various molecular recognition and catalytic activities
across biochemistry; its magnesium chelate, ATP-Mg, is the
most prevalent bioactive form.62 From Figure 1, it can be seen
that molecular docking of ALK WT and I1171N/S/T with
ATP in the presence of Mg showed that all the structures
formed H-bonds with D1270, further confirming the
significant interaction of ATP in the DFG region and its
responsible for catalytic activity. The ALK kinase domain, like
other kinases, consists of a conserved N-lobe and a C-lobe
linked with a hinge region to form a cleft that offers an ATP
binding pocket, enabling the catalytic kinase reaction to take
place.12 Most ALK TKI resistance mutations discovered so far
cluster near the ATP/TKI binding site in the kinase domain,
causing a steric hindrance for inhibitor binding that ALK
fusion kinase activity to continue even in the presence of
TKI.63 These resistance mutations might result after ALK TKI
therapy in NSCLC patients, which include I1171, F1174,
F1245, and L1196 gatekeeper mutations, provide constitutive
activity of ALK, and are capable of inducing oncogenic
transformation.9 To overcome the acquired drug resistance in

ALK-targeted therapies, knowing the activation mechanism
and structural changes of the I1171N, S, and T mutations will
enable us to find better drug targets. Furthermore, MD analysis
for 200 ns was executed for the complex structures obtained
from docking along with the Apo ALK WT and I1171N/S/T
mutations to check the structural variation, stability upon ATP
binding, and structural characteristics of different amino acid
substitutions in I1171.
To determine whether all the simulations were stable, we

examined the rmsds and the probability distribution of the
backbone rmsds from 40 to 200 ns.64 After the MD simulation,
the rmsd analyses of WT-Apo and WT-ATP both were stable
after 40 ns, suggesting that both structures reached equilibrium
(Figure 2A). We observed a greater RMSF value in WT-ATP
than Apo, indicating the flexibility at the ATP-bound state
(Figure 3A). Based on the Rg analysis, the WT-Apo structure is
more compact than the WT-ATP structure (Figure 4A). SASA
analysis revealed that WT-ATP has a stronger affinity for
solvents (Figure 6A). The intramolecular hydrogen bond of
WT-ATP was lesser than the Apo state, suggesting more
flexibility; this corresponds to RMSF (Supporting Information
Figure 1). Furthermore, the diagonalized trace covariance
matrix stated that WT-ATP was more flexible than Apo. PCA
and FEL demonstrate that ATP-bound structures are unstable/
conformational motion change with lower minima energy. He
et al.’s (2018) findings revealed that mutations and ATP
supported a change toward an active-like conformation,
whereas WT-Apo ALK is mostly preferred in an inactive
conformation.65 Our study also demonstrated the active-state
conformation in the WT-ATP structure.
In I1171N-Apo vs I1171N-ATP, we observed stable

structures after 40 ns of the simulation time (Figure 2C).
There was no significant change in the RMSF value for the
I1171N mutations in either state (Figure 3B). According to Rg
(Figure 4C) and SASA (Figure 6B) analyses, the I1171N-ATP
structure is less compact and has a greater affinity for solvents
than the I1171N-Apo structure. A recent study by Salifu et al.
(2023) revealed that ALK compound mutations such as
I1171N + F1174I and I1171N + L1198H had lower values for
RMSF, Rg, and SASA, which implies that the mutations are
smaller and more compact than the WT. Furthermore, they
exposed that these mutations also altered residues that make
up the ALK structure’s activation loop, indicating that they
may be phosphorylation disruptors.27 Intramolecular H-bonds
are disturbed when ATP binds to I1171N, reducing the
number of H-bonds (Supporting Information Figure 1). PCA
and FEL demonstrate that the I1171N mutation in Apo and
ATP states showed different energy minima and unstable
structures than WT. In a previous investigation, tumor samples
from an NSCLC patient who took alectinib were shown to
have αC helix I1171N mutation.15 The I1171N mutation
impacts the structural dynamics of the αC helix in the ALK−
alectinib complex, as evidenced by the noticeable large
fluctuations in the αC helix and nearby A-loop.48 Here, we
obtained significantly higher RMSF for I1171N than for WT-
Apo, equivalent to ALK active conformation (WT-ATP).
These analyses prove that the I1171N mutation in ALK
resulted in an active-like conformation.
In I1171S-Apo vs I1171S-ATP, both the structures

converged after 40 ns and produced stable structures for the
analysis (Figure 2E). The flexibility of I1171S increased with
ATP-binding since the RMSF value was marginally higher in
the bound state than in the Apo state (Figure 3C). In Rg
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(Figure 4E) and SASA (Figure 6C) analyses, we observed that
the I1171S-ATP structure was less compact and had a stronger
affinity. After ATP bound to I1171S, the number of
intramolecular hydrogen bonds was decreased. The intra-
molecular H-bonds were reduced when ATP bound to the
I1171S mutation (Supporting Information Figure 1). These
reduced H-bonds make I1171S-ATP more flexible. Takahashi
et al. recommend that the I1171S single mutation was initially
acquired following administration of crizotinib, and consec-
utive ALK therapy reduced the I1171S single mutation and
development of new G1269A mutation after lorlatinib-
generated I1171S + G1269A mutation. By overcoming these
resistant mutations, they found that brigatinib and ceritinib
could decrease ALK phosphorylation at lower dosages.16

In I1171T-Apo vs I1171T-ATP, the rmsd analysis revealed
that both structures attained equilibrium after 40 ns (Figure
2G). The RMSF value was higher in the ATP-bound state than
that in Apo, indicating increased flexibility (Figure 3D). The Rg
(Figure 4G) and SASA (Figure 6D) analyses led us to
conclude that the I1171T-ATP structure was less compact and
had a higher affinity for solvents. Intramolecular H-bonds of
I1171T remained the same even after ATP interaction
(Supporting Information Figure 1). Apo and ATP I1171T
were shown to have an unstable structure and several minima
regions compared to WT. A previous study reported that the
ALK-I1171T mutation results in a gain of function. Based on
the pharmacological inhibition profile of ALK-I1171T in
response to several ALK TKIs, ceritinib inhibits ALK-I1171
11-fold better than crizotinib.66 The rmsd vs Rg correlation
plot revealed that WT-Apo showed different compactness and
stability from the WT-ATP and I1171N/S/T mutations’ Apo
and ATP-bound states. PCA and FEL demonstrate that I1171S
and I1171T mutations in Apo and ATP-bound states showed
different energy minima and unstable structures than WT.
Similar to PCA and FEL analysis, the DCCM plot also showed
reduced anticorrelation motions in WT-ATP, I1171N/T Apo,
and I1171N/S/T ATP than WT-Apo, which correspond to an
active state of the structures. The significant changes in DCCM
are demonstrated with arrows in Figure 9.
According to intermolecular H-bonds, WT and I1171N

showed an equivalent interaction with ATP throughout the
200 ns run. In contrast, I1171N/S showed greater interaction
with ATP. This reveals that all the mutations may have a
potent transition into an active conformation state (Figure 7).
The I1171N/S/T mutations showed higher intramolecular H-
bonds than the WT, which makes the structure more rigid
(Supporting Information Figure 1). The earlier study noticed
that the R1275Q mutation stabilizes the active conformation
by rigidifying the αC in a conformation. They also noticed that
the Y1278S mutation increased the activation at the loss of the
π-stacking hydrophobic group, which plays a crucial role in
maintaining the inactive conformation.65 The amino acid
isoleucine at the 1171 position maintains the hydrophobicity;
mutations that change the amino acid to asparagine, serine,
and threonine will change the properties from nonpolar to
polar, reducing the hydrophobicity, and the addition of H-
bond interactions, which transforms ALK to an active state.
In the ALK kinase domain, the initial residue that is to be

phosphorylated is Y1278. The small proximal A-loop helix has
a special inhibitory structural characteristic that aligns it against
the long C-helix in the ALK kinase domain. It has C-1097
containing a turn motif that blocks the substrate binding.
Y1278 is not permitted for phosphorylation in this

configuration because it is bound to C1097 in the N- terminal
β-sheet.11,12 From the average H-bond interaction between
Y1278−C1097, it is clear that I1171N/T mutations are active
conformation since a weaker H-bond interaction can be seen in
both Apo and ATP-bound states. The I1171S mutation in both
Apo and ATP states showed a stronger H-bond interaction of
Y1278−C1097 than WT-Apo; it resembles the characteristics
of an inactive conformation. This finding implies that altering
the orientation of the N-turn and C-helix may be involved in
the activation effect. MDS over 100 ns of I1171N mutation
observed different frequencies of stable hydrogen between
Y1278 and C1097 in the I1171N and WT mutations, which
resembles inactive conformation.25 However, our study
showed that the distance between Y1278 and C1097 was
increased and that there was reduction of the hydrogen bond
after 100 ns of simulations, suggesting active conformation of
the mutation. The E1167−K1150 salt bridge also characterizes
the active conformation of ALK.25 The average number of H-
bonds in the E1167−K1150 salt bridge was higher in I1171N/
S/T mutations in the Apo state than in WT-ATP, similar to
that in the active state devoid of ATP.
We further took snapshots of the structures at 100 ns

intervals for each of the eight systems to examine the structural
changes caused by mutation and ATP binding. The A-loop is a
common site for mutations in the kinase domain that induces
constitutive activity. To check the structural changes at the A-
loop helix alters the Y1278 residue interaction (Supporting
Information Figure 6). After 200 ns simulation, the WT
secondary structure comprises an A-loop helix from residue
1272−1277, whereas upon I1171N/S mutations, a reduced A-
loop helix was noticed (from residue 1272−1275); these
structural modifications may allow phosphorylation to take
place in the kinase domain. Similarly, upon obtaining I1171T
mutation, the addition of helix (from residue 1272−1280) is
carried out. ALK activation is promoted by ATP, which
produces a more compact active site. F1174 and R1275
preserve the domain in autoinhibited conformation.9 In the
WT-ATP structure, the A-loop helix was observed from
residues 1274−1278; this transformation is due to the binding
of ATP in the ALK domain. After the ATP binding upon
I1171N/S/T after 200 ns simulation, we observed helix
extension compared to WT-ATP. These minor structural
changes may be associated with constitutive activity upon
mutations.
We used secondary structure analysis to compare the

secondary structural changes of WT and I1171N/S/T
mutations in Apo and ATP-bound states in all conformations
(Supporting Information Figure 7). This analysis shows that
structural changes are minor, but the orientation affects the
phosphorylation in I1171N mutations by resembling the WT-
ATP characteristics of the active conformation. Thus, it is
concluded that I1171N mutation orientation changes will
modify the behavior of ALK and transform it into an active
state. Similarly, MM/PBSA analysis revealed that I1171N had
a higher binding energy, possibly due to structural changes in
the A-loop. I1171S/T also showed a similar WT binding
affinity toward ATP. Furthermore, the WT and I1171N/S/T
mutations have an equal binding affinity toward ATP and may
contribute to kinase activity. Here, we demonstrated the
structural transition in the A-loop upon I1171N mutation and
ATP binding, resulting in kinase activity.
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■ CONCLUSIONS
Molecular docking enabled ATP binding affinity and patterns
with WT and I1171N/S/T mutations. The MDS demon-
strated the conformational transfiguration triggered by
I1171N/S/T mutations that activate the ALK kinase activity.
We further revealed atomistic insights on ALK WT and
I1171N/S/T mutations in Apo and ATP-bound states. The
I1171N/S/T mutations had a reduced low energy minimum
that resembled the unstable structure, whereas WT-apo had a
large low energy minimum that resembled a stable structure.
WT-ATP and I1171N/S/T mutations showed similar reduced
low energy minima resembling the active state conformation.
The I1171N mutation and I1171N-ATP binding strongly
promote constitutively more active kinase than I117S/T; this
mutation, independent of ATP, remains active. The explored
structural mechanism may be useful for understanding the
oncogenic activity of ALK and providing a basis for developing
potent inhibitors for ALK.
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